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EFFECTS OF ANTILYMPHOCYTE SERUM ON HYPERACUTE RENAL REJECTION IN
GOATS*

SoMARJE V. JOOSTE, Life Sciences Division, Atomic Energy Board, Pretoria

SUMMARY

An experiment is described whereby Ihe suppressive action
of antilymphocyte serum on the suspected immunological
response in eXIeriorized goat kidneys, produced by speci
fically sensitized thoracic duct cells, was tesIed. The resulIs
suggest Ihat in this system, the specific lymphocytic re
aClion mechanism is inhibiIed by antilymphocyte serum
and is more in accord with the 'blindfolding' theory than
any other.

In previous publications'" an experiment was described
which showed the effect of specifically sensitized allogeneic
thoracic duct cells (TDC) on exteriorized kidneys of goats.
These cells produced a hyperacute interruption of renal
blood flow and urine production. The fact that this re
action occurred only when specifically sensitized TDC
were used, suggested that it was an immunological pheno
menon. In order to ascertain whether this was in fact the
case the effect of antilymphocyte serum (ALS) on the kid
neys was investigated, since it is known that ALS sup
presses cell-mediated immune responses. The problem is
of general interest, because the mode of action of ALS is
not yet completely defined and also because the method
used could provide evidence on whether ALS can act on the
efferent limb of the immune response without killing the
effector cells involved.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Unselected adult goats bought from farmers were used

for these experiments. They weighed 30 - 40 kg. ALS
donors were female New Zealand White rabb:ts weighing
2·5 - 3 kg each.

Methods
PreparaIion of ALS. ALS was prepared in New Zea

land White rabbits using TDC from different goats by
the method of Levey and Medawar.' Complem~nt was
destroyed in the ALS by heating the sera at 56 c C for 30
minutes. The sera were sterilized by millipore filtration
and stored at -20°C until use. Lymphocytotoxic titres
were determined.

Cytotoxicity measurements. A detailed description of
cytotoxicity measurement has been given in a previous
publication.' Basically, a constant amount of washed goat
TDC were incubated in serially 2-fold dilutions of decom
plemented serum in Hanks's solution. Fresh rabbit serum
was used as complement source. The rabbit serum had
previously been absorbed with a washed erythrocyte pool
from 5 or more goats.

The proportion of viable cells was estimated by the
standard trypan blue exclusion test.

Exteriorization of the kidneys. The method has been
described by Loubser et al.' This method provides func
tioning exteriorized kidneys of an experimental animal
(original skin donor) in which perfusion studies can easily
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be done and subsequent effects accurately evaluated.
TDC. As has been described in a previous publication,

the thoracic ducts of specifically sensitized goats (skin graft
recipients) were cannulated 10 days after the second set
of skin grafts had been transplanted. When about 10'
TDC were collected at 4 QC with continuous heparini
zation the lymph was centrifuged at 322 x G for 45
minutes. The supernatant fluid was removed and the cells
were treated in one of the following ways:

(i) They were resuspended in Ringer's lactate to a final
volume of 250 ml.

(ii) The cells were resuspended in not more than 30
ml of Ringer's lactate; 12 ml of ALS (volume arbitrarily
chosen) was added and the suspension was left to incubate
at room temperature 25 ± 2°C for 30 minutes. Thereafter
the volume of the suspension was increased to 250 ml by
adding Ringer's lactate.

(iii) The cells were again resuspended in not more than
30 ml of Ringer's lactate; 12 ml of ALS was added and
the suspension was incubated at room temperature for
30 minutes. The cells were then washed once in Ringer's
lactate and resuspended in 250 ml of fresh Ringer's lactate.
The supernatant fluid of this suspension did not show the
presence of any residual protein when tested by electro~

phoresis.
In both the incubation procedures the suspensions were

agitated repeatedly to ensure maximal mixing of the cells
with the ALS.

Perfusion of exteriorized kidneys. As described in a
previous publication,' the silastic tubes connecting the ex
teriorized kidneys were clamped and after the blood had
been washed out of the kidney with cold Ringer's lactate,
the cells were perfused through the kidney for about 10 - 15
minutes. If the perfusion did not stop during this pro
cedure the clamps were removed and the blood circulation
through the kidneys was re-established.

RESULTS

Two batches of ALS were used in these experiments. One
batch had no lymphocytotoxic titre when tested against
TDC obtained from a panel of goats, and the other batch
had a cytotoxic titre of 1: 128.

Not one of the batches of ALS caused an increase of
stained cells in vitro in a complement-free system, i.e. be
fore and after the incubation of TDC and ALS. The per
centage of stained cells in the perfusate was not increased
when comparisons were made before and after perfusion
of the kidneys. In all cases the percentage of viable non
stained cells never decreased below 97%.

When one of the kidneys of the original skin donor
was perfused with the specifically sensitized allogeneic
TDC, resuspended in the isotonic solution, the perfusion
could not be completed in 6 out of 12 cases and the flow
of urine stopped. In the remainder of the cases, subsequent
blood flow was interrupted within 5 - 15 minutes, and
again urine flow ceased. Blood flow could not be re
established in spite of attempts to flush the kidneys with
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Rheomacrodex or other isotonic solutions. The immuno
logical characteristics of this reaction were proved by the
necessary controls in previous experiments.'

In contrast, when the other kidney of the same goat
was perfused, previous incubation of the TDC with ALS

.prevented this blockage of the renal vasculature. This
occurred even when the incubated cells had been washed
free of the remaining circulating ALS after the incubation
period. In both cases the perfusion did not cause a ces
sation of the flow through the kidney, nor did blood flow
stop after it had been re-established. Repetition of this
procedure after i-hour caused no obvious defect.

DISCUSSION

The most important observation is that both a lympho
cytotoxic and a non-lymphocytotoxic ALS is able to block
the hyperacute reaction in the kidney without any evi
dence of the killing of the specifically sensitized TDC.

This occurred with one batch of ALS when cells were
examined in vitro and in the presence of complement, as
well as in all complement-free systems using either batch
of ALS. The percentage of stained cells remained un
changed during the incubation of the TDC with ALS, and
there was no increase in the percentage of stained cells
in the perfusate after perfusion of the kidneys.

These results suggest that in this system, the specific
Iymphocyte reaction mechanism or response is inhibited
by ALS, and is more in accord with the 'blind-folding'
theory than any other.

I should like to thank Engela Moller and Roger Fisher for
their excellent technical assistance.
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THE MECHANISM OF PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS*
C.l. REINECKE, Department of Physiology and Biochemical Research, Potchefstroom UniverSity, Potchefstroom, Tvl

SUMMARY

The process of protein biosynthesis as it emerged from
results presented at the 8th International Congress of Bio
chemistry (/970) is reviewed. Special attention is given to
results concerning the initiation, elongation and termination
phases of the synthesis.

During the recent 8th International Congress of Biochem
istry (held in Switzerland on 3 - 9 September 1970) a
number of symposia were devoted to the biosynthesis of
proteins. The aim of this article is to summarize some of
the contributions to our understanding of this process, as
it emerged from results presented at the congress. The
results in this respect dealt mainly with protein synthesis
in bacteria or bacterial systems, predominantly from E.
coli.

Protein synthesis can be divided into three main phases,
each consisting of a number of definite reactions. In the
initiation phase a complex is formed between the ribo
somal subunits, the initiator transfer RNA (tRNA) and
the messenger RNA (mRNA) at the initiation site of the
latter. During the elongation phas'e the information of
mRNA is translated into protein as the ribosome moves
from the 5' to the 3' end of the mRNA. The third phase,
called termination, occurs when the ribosome reaches
the termination signal on the mRNA, whereafter the
completed protein is released into the cytoplasm of the
cell. Each one of these phases will now be discussed
separately. A schematic presentation of the successive
reactions is shown in Fig. 1.

1. Chain Initiation
The first reaction in the process of protein biosynthesis

is the attachment of the ribosome to the mRNA in a
position corresponding to the beginning of the cistron to
be translated into protein. This position must be in the
vicinity of an AUG or GUG codon, which corre~ponds

to the initiator N-formylmethionyl-tRNA (F-met-tRNA
or met-tRNAF if this tRNA is in the unformylated form).
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Since these codons also occur in the internal part of the
genetic message, it must be assumed that the signal speci
fying the beginning of the cistron is more complex than
just one of these codons. Furthermore, these initiation
codons are' probably not located near to the 5'-terminus
of the mRNA. Considerable attention was therefore given
at the present congress to the primary, secondary and
tertiary structure of mRNAs.

Adams' has analysed the 5'-end of bacteriophage R17
RNA. A fragment of 74 nucleotides long has been deter
mined. Although this sequence contains three potential
initiation codons (two AUG and one GUG), it apparently
does not contain the ribosomal binding site for this
mRNA. This initial section of the phage RNA is part of
a tightly hydrogen-bonded loop, as is shown in Fig. 2.
Adams' suggested that this part of the phage RNA might
contain the recognition site for the RNA synthetase, al
though it might also have another still unknown function.

Sanger et al" have shown that in phage R17-RNA an
AUG codon is present at the beginning of the cistrons
coding for the three phage-specific proteins. These AUG
codons probably occur at the turn of a hydrogen-bonded
loop, as is shown in Fig. 3. Whether this loop might have
any physiological significance for the specificity in the
binding of the mRNA to the ribosome is still unknown.
If so, it might be only valid for phage RNAs. Analysis
of mRNAs from bacterial and other systems must be
awaited before the actual role of the secondary and
tertiary structure of the mRNA in the control of the
initiation of protein synthesis will become clear.

Also important in the process of chain initiation is the
participation of the ribosome in the recognition of the
initiation signals on the mRNA. Three distinct protein
factors, actually loosely bound to certain ribosomes, have
so far been recognized as being involved in this process.
One of these (designated factor F3 or B) is involved in
the attachment of the ribosome to the mRNA (Fig. 1,
Reaction 1). Revel et al.' have purified this protein and
showed that it can be fractionated into cistron-specific


